Abstract. There is currently considerable interest among computational linguists in grammatical formalisms with highly restricted generative power. This paper concerns the relationship between the class of string languages generated by several such formalisms, namely, combinatory categorial grammars, head grammars, linear indexed grammars, and tree adjoining grammars. Each of these formalisms is known to generate a larger class of languages than context-free grammars. The four formalisms under consideration were developed independently and appear superficially to be quite different from one another. The result presented in this paper is that all four of the formalisms under consideration generate exactly the same class of string languages.
I. Introduction
There is currently considerable interest among computational linguists in grammatical formalisms with highly restricted generative power. This is based on the argument that a grammar formalism should not merely be viewed as a notation, but as part of the linguistic theory [6-1. It should make predictions about the structure of natural language and its value is lessened to the extent that it supports both good and bad analyses. In order for a grammar formalism to have such predictive power its generative capacity must be constrained. This has led to interest in the use of context-free grammars (cfg) [16] , [6] as a notation with which to express linguistic theories. However, it is now generally accepted that cfg lack the generative power needed for this purpose [19] , [3] . As a result there is substantial interest in the development and study of constrained grammar formalisms whose generative power exceeds cfg. This paper concerns the relationship between several of the most widely studied such formalisms.
We compare the class of languages that are generated by combinatory categorial grammars, head grammars, linear indexed grammars, and tree adjoining grammars. Each of these formalisms is known to generate a larger class of languages than cfg. Furthermore, this class includes the non-context-free languages that have been used as the basis for the most widely accepted arguments that generative power greater than that of cfg is needed to generate certain natural languages [19] , [3] .
The four formalisms under consideration were developed independently and superficially differ considerably from one another. Informally, differences between the formalism can be explained in terms of the way in which they can be seen to extend cfg. For example, in addition to string concatenation, head grammars involve a wrapping operation with which one pair of strings can be wrapped around a second pair. In other respects head grammars are identical to cfg since the derivation process involves context-free rewriting of members of a finite set of nonterminal symbols. Both combinatory categorial grammars and linear indexed grammars, on the other hand, involve only string concatenation. However, they differ from cfg in that their derivation process involves rewriting of unbounded stack-like structures. The status of tree adjoining grammars, a tree manipulating system, is ambiguous since it is possible to interpret tree adjoining grammars as extending cfg in either of these ways.
Despite these differences, evidence existed suggesting that the weak generative capacity of these formalisms may be closely related. It appeared that while each of these formalisms had greater power than cfg, this extra power was very limited. In addition each formalism was apparently limited to a similar extent. This evidence involved the lack of an example of a language that could be generated by one formalism and not another. The languages {wwlw~ {a, b}*}, {wwRwwRlwE{a,b}*}, 1 and {a"b"c"d"ln>O} are examples of languages that were known to be generated by all four formalisms, whereas, the languages {www]w ~ {a, b}*} and {a"b"c"d"e"[n > 0} are not generated by any of the formalisms [17] , [22] .
The result presented in this paper is that all four of the formalisms under consideration generate exactly the same class of string languages. Preliminary versions of some of these results have appeared in [25] and [28] . In Section 2 we define each of the formalisms and give the equivalence proofs in Section 3.
1 w R is the reverse of w.
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Definitions of Formalisms
Three of the four formalisms (tree adjoining grammars, head grammars, and combinatory categorial grammars) have been used as the notation underlying various linguistic theories and linear indexed grammars have been discussed in [-5] in connection with the relevance of indexed grammars to natural language. We do not discuss these theories here, however, as we define each formalism we refer to relevant linguistic work.
Head Grammars
Head grammars (hg) were introduced in [15] where their linguistic relevance was investigated. Some of their formal properties were studied in [17] . They can be viewed as a generalization of cfg in which a wrapping operation is used in addition to concatenation. The nonterminals of a cfg derive strings of terminals. The nonterminals of an hg derive headed strings or pairs of terminal strings (u, v) that we denote u~v. In Pollard's original (equivalent) definition [15] , headed strings involved the additional specification that either the last terminal symbol in u or the first terminal symbol in v was the head. We find it mathematically cleaner to view a headed string simply as a pair since in Pollard's notation the empty headed string was rather problematic since it contained no head. 
Tree Adjoining Grammars
Tree adjoining grammars (tag) were introduced in [8] and their formal properties were investigated in [7] and . The linguistic use of tag is discussed in [12] , [13] , [10] , [11] , [18] , and [14]. Let X+ denote the set of positive integers. D is a tree domain if it is a nonempty finite subset of sV'* such that if d ~ D and d = dld2, then dx ~ D and if die D where i e.#'+, then dj e D for all 1 _< j < i. A tree 7 is denoted by a partial function 7: Y* --* E where dora(V) is a tree domain and E is the set of node labels (and dom(J is the, usual, domain of 7)-We say that the elements of a tree domain are addresses of the nodes of the tree and 7(d) is the label of the node with address d.
Note that e is the address of the root node of the tree. If d e dom(j for some tree 7, then y/d, the subtree rooted at d in 7, is defined such that, for all d'e Y*,
7/d(d') = 7(dd').
Tree adjoining grammars manipulate trees whose nodes are labeled either by terminal symbols or by triples of the form <A, sa, oa), where A is a nonterminal symbol, sa is a set of tree labels (that determines which of the trees of the grammar can be adjoined at that node), and oa is either true (indicating that adjunction is obligatory) or false (indicating that adjunction is optional). We call sa and oa the adjunction constraints at that node. A node at which the value of oa is true is said to have an OA constraint. A node at which the value of sa = ~ is said to have an NA constraint.
Let VN be a set of nonterminal symbols, let V T be a set of terminal symbols, let V L be a set of tree labels, and let V~ = V T u {e}. the foot node of ft.
We now define the tree adjunetion operation 
The adjunction operation is shown in Figure 1 . VN is a finite set of nonterminals, VT is a finite set of terminals, VL is a finite set of tree labels, S ~ VN is a distinguished nonterminal, A tree~ has no OA nodes if for all d~dom(7) either y(d) = (A, sa, false) for some A and sa or y(d) = u for some u 6 V~.
The tree language T(G) generated by G = (V N, VT, VL, S, J, d, -) is defined as T(G) = {7[~ * 7 for some a ~ Y and 7 has no OA nodes}.
In defining yield(y), the yield of a tree 7, we consider only symbols in VT and VN, i.e., we do not give the SA or OA constraints of nodes involving nonterminals. For a tree 7:
9 If y consists of a single node, then if 7(e) = u for some u E V~, then the yield(y) = u and if ?(e)= (A, sa, oa) for some A, sa, and oa, then the yield(y) = A. 9 Otherwise, if the root of y has k children (k > 0), then
The string language, L(G), generated by G, is defined as
When displaying a tree graphicaUy we use several conventions. The nonterminal or terminal component of a node label is always shown. The adjunction constraints for a node labeled (A, sa, oa) are specified as follows. When sa is the empty set the node is annotated NA. The case in which sa includes the labels of all auxiliary trees in the grammar that are in aux(VN, VT, VL, A) (note that A is the same) is the 
I
default so no annotation is used. Otherwise, the set sa is given in full. The case in which oa is false is the default and no annotation is used. When oa is true the node is annotated OA. 
Linear Indexed Grammars
Linear indexed grammars (lig) were first discussed, though not named, in [5] . VN is a finite set of nonterminals, VT is a finite set of terminals, V~ is a finite set of indices (stack symbols), S ~ Vn is the start symbol, and P is a finite set of productions, having one of the following two forms:
where A, A' e VN, q, q' e V~', w e V*, and ~, ~' e (VN[V*] w VT)*.
Given a lig G = (VN, VT, VI, S, P), ~ is defined as follows: The following is a derivation of the string aabbccdd:
Combinatory Categorial Grammars
Combinatory categorial grammars (ccg) are an extension of classical categorial grammars [2] in which function composition is used in addition to application. The version of ccg that we consider was developed by Steedman [20] , [21] . The objects that derive terminals in a ccg are categories. The set of categories, cat(VN), over the alphabet VN, is the smallest set such that:
9 VN ~-cat(VN) (members of VN are the atomic categories). Intuitively, values having the categories (q/c2) and (c1\c2) are functions that can combine with a value of category c2 at their right and left, respectively, to give a value having the category c 1. Since the size of categories derived in ccg can be unbounded we need some way of denoting unbounded categories. We use terms of the form
where n_> 0, x, xl,...,x, are variables ranging over cat (VN) , and lie{/,\} (1 _< i _< n). In addition, for each variable x and atomic category A e VN we have A the target-restricted variable x which ranges over {c e cat(Vs)l target(c) = A} and we say that the variable x has been target restricted to A.
We define the set of combinatory schemata rg as follows: rg = U.>o(F. w B.)
where, for each n > O:
9 The set of forward schemata F, consists of all
with I, e {/, k}. 9 The set of backward schemata B, consists of all
with I, e {/, \}.
In these schemata (xly) and ('"(yllzl)12l.z.) are called the primary and secondary components, respectively. Each grammar restricts itself to the use of a finite selection of instances of schemata in cg which we call combinatory rules. For each r e cg such that (xl y) and (" " 
~(v~) = U r(V~).
We extend the terms primary and secondary components to members of cg(VN) in the obvious way. VN is a finite set of nonterminals (atomic categories), VT is a finite set of terminals (lexical items), S is a distinguished member of VN, f is a function that maps elements of V~r to finite subsets of cat(VN), and R is a finite subset of ~(VN).
Each step in the derivations of a ccg, G = (VN, VT, S, f, R), involves the use of a combinatory rule in R. For every (Px, q~2 9 cat(VN)*,
if there is some r 9 R such that c'c" ~ c is a ground instance of r. Whichever of c' or r is the primary component of the rule is said to be the primary child of c with respect to this derivation. Let the primary descendent relation be the reflexive, transitive closure of the primary child relation. Note that in defining the derivations we are applying the rules backward.
The string language, L(G), generated by G is defined as follows:
c, 9 cat(VN)
and c i E f(wi) where wi 9 V~(1 < i < n)}. 
f(c) = {(T\A/T\B)}, f(e) = {(S/T), T}, ((S/T)(T\A/TkB)~(S\A/TkB)
(rule 1),) The following is a derivation of a string of categories that map to the string aabbccdd using the definition of L(G) above:
R_-)
I (x/y)y -o sS ~ (S/D)D rule 3 (A/D)(S\A)D rule 2 (A/D)(S\A/D)DD rule 3 (A/D)(A/D)(S\A\A)DD rule 2
=~ (A/D)(A/D)(S\A\A/T)TDD rule 3
=~ (A/D)(A/D)B(S\A\A/T\B) TDD rule 4
=~ (A/D)(A/D)B(S\A/T)(T\A/T\B)TDD rule 1 (A/D)(A/D)BB(S\A/T\B)(T\A/T\B)TDD rule 4 (A/D)(A/D)BB(S/T)(T\A/T\B)(T\A/T\B)TDD
Example 2.5. Figure 3 gives a derivation for the sentence John might eat apples. 
Proofs of Equivalence
Let the classes of languages generated by ecg, hg, lig, and tag be ccl, hl, lil, and tal, respectively. In this section we show that they are identical by proving that ccl _~ lil, lil _ hl, hl _ tal, and tal _~ ccl. 
ccl ~ lil
We show that only one of the variables used in the combinatory rules of a ccg ranges over an unbounded number of categories. The use of the other variables can be viewed as merely a convenient way of describing a finite number of alternative rules. 
. For every ccg, G = (VN, VT, S, f, R), there is an equivalent ccg G' = (V N, V T, S, f, R') such that the rules in R' have one of the following two forms:
where n > O, Ii e (\,/} (1 < i < n), A e VN, and c, cl,..
., c. e cat(VN).
Proof From a ccg G = (VN, VT, S, f, R) we construct the ccg G' = (V N, VT, S, f, R') satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.
such that L(G) = L(G').
For each r e R from Lemma 3.1 we know that for any ground instance of the rule r used to derive a string in L(G) the categories substituted for variables in the secondary component of r must be members of the finite set args(G ). 
For example, enc(((a/(B\C))\D)) = A[/(B\C)\D].
Consider the forward rule
where n > 0 and for 1 < i < n, li ~ {\,/}, A 6 VN, and Co, cl,..., Cn e cat(VN). Corresponding to this rule we add the following production to P:
where q = tlCl ---I,e, and enc
The corresponding backward rule is treated in a similar way. 
Note that args(G) = (A, B, D, T}.
First, we show how the rules in R' are derived from those in R:
(S/T)T ~ s y(~\y) ~ S
|D(~\D) ~ S (T(S\T)~ s The Equivalence of Four Extensions of Context-Free Grammars
Second, we show those productions in P that are derived from f:
Third, we show how the remaining productions in P are derived from the rules in R':
Corresponding rules in P
lil ~_ hl
This proof is derived from the standard technique used in the simulation of pushdown automata by cfg. In that proof nonterminals are triples <p, q, l> where p is the state of the machine when the stack symbol l is placed on top of the pushdown and q is the state of the machine at the point that l is eventually removed. This nonterminal derives the terminal string w if w is the string read by the machine between these two points in the computation. In our proof nonterminals of the lig take the place of states and we have nonterminals in the hg that are triples of the form <A, B, l>. A [l] ~i ~ w2 Fig, 4 , l is popped from the stack.
We construct an hg, G' = (VN, VT, S, P'), where 
Inductive
Step (1) 
(Ai, B, e) ~, ut, vi where each kj is less than k (1 _< j _< n).
Thus, by induction we know that, for each 1 _< j _< n such that j ~ i, we have the derivation A j[ *
] =~ ujvj as well as the derivation At[ ] *G uiB[ ]yr.
By the construction we know that P contains the following production:
Thus, we have the following derivation in G:
9 Alternatively, suppose that the derivation begins with use of the production 
(A, B, rl)--+ W((A, C, e), (C, B, rl)),
A ~ W((A, B, e), B).
Hence, we have the following: Thus, by induction we know that
A[] ~ ulB[ lvl ~ []
hl ~ tal
The wrapping operation of hg can be simulated by the adjunction operation of tag. adjoined at the parent of a node at which f12 can be adjoined; then we can derive a tree 7 such that yield(y) = uluzAOzVl . From an hg, G = (VN, VT, S, P), we construct a tag,
Suppose we have B ~ u l t v 1, C ~ uz T v 2 , and the production A ~ W ( B, C).
From this we have
G' = ( VN, VT, S, VL, J, d,-), such that L(G) = L(G').
Without loss of generality, we assume that the productions in P are of the following form where A, B, C 9 VN, wl, w2 9 V~, and f 9 {CL2, C2,2, W}:
A--* f(B, C), A--*Ca,a(WarW2).
The elementary trees of G' are given in Figure 5 . J contains the single initial tree ~ shown in Figure 5 . The set, d, of auxiliary trees is as follows: Case 1. If A -* Ca, 2(B, C) 9 P, then include the tree shown in Figure 5 for Case 1 in d.
Case 2. If A -~ C2, 2(B, C) 9 P, then include the tree shown in Figure 5 for Case 2 in d. Proof The basis of the induction involves proving the above lemma for derivations in G involving the use of one production and derivations in G' involving the adjunction of one tree. Thus, the only relevant part of the construction is Case 4 and the desired equivalence clearly holds.
For the inductive step proving each direction of the equivalence involves consideration of Case 1-3 in the above construction. The details are straightforward, so rather than enumerating all three cases for each direction we show one case for each direction. 
tal~_ccl
Consider a tag derivation in which trees are adjoined at the deepest adjunction points first. is achieved by arranging that the auxiliary trees are pruned. Informally, an auxiliary tree is pruned if it is at most binary branching and siblings of nodes on the spine have OA constraints and have a single child labeled by ~. An example of such a tree is shown in Figure 8 . Trees that are pruned can be encoded by ccg categories, adjunction at the spine simulated by composition rules (instances of the schemata F, and B, where n > 1), and adjunction at siblings of the spine simulated by application rules (instances of the schemata F o and Bo).
In the proof we use a result given in the Appendix showing that an arbitrary tag can be converted into an equivalent tag, G = (VN, VT, VL, S, {~}, d~ 1 k.) ~2, --), such that ~ is shown in Figure 5 and the two sets that make up the auxiliary trees are as follows, dl contains the trees that introduce terminal symbols. Each auxiliary tree fle dl has the form of the tree shown in Figure 9 where A e VN and we V~. for some A 9 VN, i.e., each sibling of a node on the path from the root to address d of fl is labeled by a member of VN, has an OA constraint with no restriction on which trees can be adjoined, and has a single child labeled with e.
We make the further assumption, satisfied by the construction in the Appendix, that none of the trees in dl can be adjoined at nodes on the spine of trees in d2. From this tag, G, we construct an equivalent ccg, G' = (V~, V T, S, f, R), where f and R are defined below and V~ = V N k..) {A`]A 9 VN). First we define an encoding function eric: aux(V N, VT, VL)X iV*--~cat(V'N) with which each (fl, d) that is pruned is encoded by a member of cat(V'N). Let The tree in Figure 8 would lead to the following:
(((((((AkA O/A2)/A4)/-A3)\As)/A`6)/AT) 9 f(e), (((((((A/A 1)/A`e)/A,)/A` 3)\ A s)/A`6)/A 7) 9 f(e).
We complete the construction of G' by defining the set of combinatory rules in R. Let k = max{arity(c)lc 9 for some w 9 V~r}. For each A 9 each 0 < i < k, and [~ ..... [i 9 {/, \} include the following rules in R:
.(xhz,)h.hzi).
The combinatory rules in R permit composition (when i > 0) only when the target category of the secondary component is of the form 4. This corresponds to adjunction with a tree in zr at a node on the spine. In the above encoding of trees by categories every symbol of the form ~ is preceded by a forward slash. Therefore, we only need forward composition rules.
Before proving the equivalence of G and G' we define a new derivation order for the above tag, G. 9 To(6) = d~ u d2.
~(G) is the union of Tk-~(G) with the set of fl = V(B', if', next(if)) such that fl' e Tk-a(G), B" e T k_ l(G), if(next(if)) = (A, liE, true) for some A e V~ and when next(if)r spine(if) then ff'e aux(VN, VT, VL, A) where B" has no OA nodes. Otherwise (when next(if) ~ spine(if)), if' ~ ~r n aux(VN, V T, V L, A).
It should be clear that T(G) as defined in Section 2.2 is equal to the following set:
{V(c~, B, e)lfor some k > 0 fie Tk(G) n aux(Vy, VT, VL, S) and fl has no OA nodes}. [next(fl) [. In other words, the middle of a tree is the address of the node that is the closest node on the spine to the root that is as deep as any OA node in the tree. Note that, for each tree fle Tk(G ) for some k > 0, the entire terminal yield of the tree is dominated by the node with address middle(B), i.e., yield(B) = yield(B/middle(B)). Note also that (B, middle(B)) is pruned. Since a category whose target category is/~ cannot instantiate the righthand side of a rule in R and from the construction of f, it must be the case that and R includes the following rules (we have only included those that can be used in derivations of G':
L(G) = L(G'
)
(x/B)B --+ x, A(x\A) -~ x, (x/S)S --* x, x~ R = ((x/~(((S\A)/~/B) ~ (((x\A)/~/B), (x/S~)S --+
Conclusions
As mentioned in the introduction, notational differences between ccg, hg, lig, and tag can be understood in terms of the way in which they extend cfg. On the one hand, hg maintain the context-freeness of cfg while adding the operation of wrapping. On the other hand, lig and ccg make use of unbounded stack-like structures to control the use of rules in derivations. From the equivalence results presented in this paper, we conclude that these two, superficially very different, approaches are equivalent extensions of cfg. Since these are independently conceived formalisms, each intended to capture certain aspects of the structure of natural language, our result showing their equivalence lends credence to each of the approaches.
The understanding of the relationship between these two approaches gained from the constructions used in the proofs given in Section 3 has led to interesting discoveries regarding the relationship between parsing algorithms for these systems. Differences between these formalisms gave rise to what appear to be distinct styles of parsing algorithms. The CKY algorithm [9] , [29] for cfg has been extended in two ways. In [15] an hg CKY-style parsing algorithm is given. This algorithm resembles the cfg case in that subsets of the nonterminal alphabet are stored in array entries. The extension over cfg involves the use of a fourdimensional array to encode pairs of substrings of the input string. Given the close relationship between hg and tag established in this paper, it was possible to adapt this algorithm to give a tag parser [22] .
In [24] and [23] a lig CKY-style parsing algorithm is given. This algorithm extends the cfg case in that encodings of stacks are stored in the array entries. Given the close relationship between lig, ccg, and tag described in this paper, it was possible to adapt this algorithm to give ccg and tag parsers [23] .
Obviously, as a result of the weak equivalence of cog, hg, lig, and tag any result shown for one formalism applies to the other three. Such results include the definition of a string automaton for this class [-22] , various closure and decidability properties including the result that it forms an AFL [22] , [17] , and the definition of an infinite language hierarchy extending the progression from cfl to this class [26] , [27] . such that the root and foot of each tree in d 4 has an NA constraint and all other internal nodes have OA constraints with no restriction on which trees can be adjoined except that the nonterminals must match. To do this we use the set of labels forming the SA constraint at each node as its nonterminal label. We want a tree fl to be adjoinable at a node whose nonterminal label contains/~. Thus, for every set of labels sa containing/~ there must be an instance of fl with a new root and foot nodes having nonterminal label sa. ~' is such that c((1) = e and ~'(e) = (Sas,, VL, 4, true) where Sas, is such that ~(s) = (S', Sas,, true). and prune(fl) is defined below. First, note that tree substitution can be simulated (with respect to terminal yield) by adjunction if the node at which adjunction takes place dominates a single node labeled by e. Informally, a tree is pruned by removing subtrees rooted at siblings of the spine and arranging that a simulated substitution of the removed subtree can occur. The removed subtree will be turned into an auxiliary tree with the additon of a foot node and itself be pruned. Thus, through a series of simulated substitutions a tree corresponding closely to the original tree can be recreated. VL, 5 = {ill ri ~ prune(d4)}.
The tree, ri, at the left of Figure 13 would be converted into the right four trees in the figure.
5. Finally, we give a tag G = (V~, V T, VL, 5, Sas,, {A}, d, -), equivalent to G 4, such that, for every ri in d, there is at most one OA node at any level of ri and the nodes of ri have at most two children. Let ri be a tree in prune(d4). Note that from the above construction only nodes on the spine of ri can have more than one child. The conversion of ri is shown in Figure 14 in which we show how an arbitrary node on the spine of ri can be stretched out to satisfy the above condition. Every node on the spine would be treated in the same way. Note that where adjunction constraints remain unchanged they have been omitted.
